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QUESTION 1

An integration developer is designing an XML map that combines the firstName and lastName elements of the source
into a single fullName element in the target. In addition, the fullName element must be formatted with the lastName first,
followed by a comma and then the firstName. Which transform type would be the most appropriate for this situation? 

A. Move 

B. Concat 

C. Append 

D. Assign 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the Exhibits. 
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An integration developer needs to implement an application to manage the reception of resumes for a job application.
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The application must allow the applicant to attach a photo in jpeg format. The 

integration developer decides to create a mediation module exposed through a Web Service Export binding using SOAP
with Referenced Attachments to save the photo to a database and send the rest of the data to a business process for
further processing. Exhibit A shows the assembly diagram of the mediation module. Exhibit B shows the interface of the
Export component of the mediation module in the interface editor. Which actions does the integration developer need to
execute in the interface editor above, in order to correctly configure the Web Service Export binding to handle SOAP
with Referenced Attachments? 

A. Leave the binding style to \\'document literal wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to
\\'base64Binary\\'.A.Leave the binding style to \\'document literal wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to
\\'base64Binary\\'. 

B. Leave the binding style to \\'document literal wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\', add in
the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

C. Leave the binding style to \\'document literal wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\', add in
the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

D. Leave the binding style to \\'document literal wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\', add in
the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

E. Change the binding style to \\'document literal non wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to
\\'hexBinary\\'.C.Change the binding style to \\'document literal non wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to
\\'hexBinary\\'. 

F. Change the binding style to \\'document literal non wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\',
add in the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

G. Change the binding style to \\'document literal non wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\',
add in the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

H. Change the binding style to \\'document literal non wrapped\\', change the \\'attachment\\' input type to \\'hexBinary\\',
add in the Property editor the binary content type field \\'image/jpeg\\' for the \\'attachment\\' input. 

Correct Answer: FGH 

 

QUESTION 3

During development of an SCA component, an integration developer configured event monitoring as follows: Destination
= Audit Log Monitor = All Event Context = Digest Which one of the following statements indicates the level of the stored
event data and its availability? 

A. The key attribute value of the business object is stored and is available through CEI. 

B. The key attribute value of the business object is stored but is not available through CEI. 

C. The entire business object is stored but is not available through CEI. 

D. The entire business object is stored and is available through Common Event Infrastructure (CEI). 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

An application with a mediation module has been deployed into a test environment. The integration developer would like
to delete the transaction log file. Which of the following statements is true regarding this action? Deleting the transaction
log file: 

A. results in the cancellation of subsequent transactions. 

B. causes started transactions to either roll back or be committed. 

C. causes transactional information to be rolled over to SystemOut.log. 

D. could cause started transactions to neither roll back nor be committed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An integration developer wants to deploy a versioned mediation module to the server. What is the correct way to export
the integration solution containing this mediation module to provide it as an input to the serviceDeploy command? The
integration developer should export it as: 

A. a JAR file. 

B. an EAR file. 

C. a project interchange file. 

D. a command-line service deployment zip file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An integration developer is developing a mediation module that contains MQ Export bindings. The application will need
to be deployed to several different runtime environments and platforms during the test and production phases of the
development. In each of the environments, the names of the MQ Queue managers and Queues that the application will
need to use are subject to repeated change. What is the BEST practice to implement this solution? 

A. Use EJBDeploy to update the binding details in the EAR file before deploying it. 

B. Configure the application to load a properties file during startup containing the binding details. 

C. During development, define the various MQ Bindings via a JNDI name and remap them as required on each of the
runtime environments. 

D. During development, define the various MQ Bindings via a WebSphere Variable and remap them as required on
each of the runtime environments. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

An integration developer is designing a new mediation to process a banking transaction. The banking transaction is
provided as an input for this interface. The interface must also include a fault to indicate a system timeout failure. What
type of operation is BEST for the export interface? 

A. One Way 

B. Request Only 

C. Request Response 

D. Response Only 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An integration developer is creating rules for the emulators in the Component Test Explorer. Which of the following
statements are applicable for the condition statement? 

A. First statement must evaluate to a boolean value. 

B. First statement must evaluate to a Boolean string. 

C. Last statement must evaluate to a boolean value. 

D. Condition section can contain many statements. 

E. Only the final statement will be evaluated as the condition. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 9

An integration developer is developing a mediation flow and wants to stop the execution of a path in the flow. The
developer has to choose between a Stop and a Fail mediation primitive. Which of the following is the correct option to
consider while making a choice between the two? 

A. A Stop primitive would stop the execution, throw an exception and may rollback global transactions if configured; a
Fail primitive would stop the execution and consume the message silently. 

B. A Stop primitive would stop the execution and consume the message silently; a Fail primitive would stop the
execution, throw an exception and may rollback global transactions if configured. 

C. A Stop primitive would stop the execution, throw an exception and consume the message; a Fail primitive would stop
the execution and may return the message to the downstream primitive through its output terminal if configured. 

D. A Stop primitive would stop the execution and may return the message to the downstream primitive through its output
terminal if configured; a Fail primitive would stop the execution, throw an exception and may return the message to the
downstream primitive through its output terminal if configured. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

An integration developer is testing a mediation module for which some of the components and references being
integrated are under development. What is the most appropriate method to carry out the testing of the mediation
module? 

A. Use Global Test Client. 

B. Use Universal Test Client. 

C. Use emulators to emulate components and references in the modules. 

D. Wait for the components and references to be made available for testing. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

An integration developer has deployed different versions of the same SCA module to a server using administrative
console. Which of the following statements is TRUE about any subsequently deployed versions of the module? 

A. Previous versions of the module are cached in memory. 

B. Previous versions of the module are overwritten by the new version of the module. 

C. A new version of the module replaces the last version of the module. 

D. A new version of the module does not replace any previous versions of the module. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which one of the following IBM products works with WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus allowing applications access to
endpoint and policy information? 

A. WebSphere Process Server 

B. WebSphere Message Broker 

C. WebSphere Transformation Extender 

D. WebSphere Service Registry and Repository 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

An integration developer needs to refer to a business object across a request-response mediation flow. 
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In which context type of the Service Message Object (SMO) structure does the integration developer need to store that
business object? 

A. Shared 

B. Transient 

C. Primitive 

D. Correlation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

An integration developer is creating emulators using Component Test Explorer. The language used to create emulators
is: 

A. Java. 

B. SCDL. 

C. BPEL. 

D. Groovy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An integration developer would like to preserve the breakpoints created during the debugging process. What action
should the integration developer take? 

A. Save the breakpoints with the SCA component. 

B. Save the breakpoints with the component instance. 

C. Export the breakpoints to the local file system. 

D. Export the breakpoints to a project interchange file with the SCA component. 

Correct Answer: B 
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